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We expect global equities to deliver positive performance in 2022; however, gains are likely to moderate
significantly from 2021 levels. Markets should be driven higher by positive economic and earnings growth
and strong corporate fundamentals.

2

We maintain our core strategic preference for equities relative to fixed income. The protracted low-rate
environment is likely to persist even as central bank policies shift from accommodation to stabilization.

3

Primary risks to the outlook include elevated and more persistent inflation, tight labor markets/wage
pressures, monetary policy missteps, and new virus variants, which could all lead to elevated market
volatility and impact global growth.

4

While we maintain an overall modest underweight to fixed income, due to low real returns, we believe fixed
income exposure within portfolios remains important. Bonds can provide investors with consistent income,
diversification benefits and insulate portfolios during periods of elevated volatility.
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The Year in Review
2021 did not disappoint investors with an appetite for riskier assets. The performance of North American equity
markets has been impressive, driven by the strength and resilience of the U.S. economy (Chart 1). Low interest rates
and aggressive government support benefited individuals and corporations, helping to ease some of the pressures
experienced during the ongoing global health crisis. International markets were mixed, as optimism over the
economic recovery wavered throughout much of the year.

Chart 1: Index returns over the past 12 months (based in USD)
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The TD Wealth Asset Allocation Committee ("we", "our")
remained bullish on equities throughout 2021 as record
earnings growth, positive earnings surprises and revisions
drove share prices higher (Chart 2). Corporate balance
sheets remained resilient during the pandemic, save for
companies in hard hit sectors like tourism and hospitality.
Record low yields and strong demand have led to
significant margin expansion, driving the profitability

of companies higher in most sectors. In fixed income,
it was a different story. Our underweight fixed income
positioning throughout the past year was reflective of
low yields, negative real returns, and the expectation of
higher yields. However, we saw opportunities within the
high yield and corporate bond space to add incremental
income.

Chart 2: The strong earnings recovery drove U.S. stocks to record highs in 2021
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The Year Ahead
WAAC members were recently asked to share their thoughts on the current market environment, economic
challenges looming ahead, and their investment outlook for key asset classes. Below are some of their responses.

Robert Vanderhooft, CFA
CIO of TD Asset Management, SVP of TD Bank Group
What is your macro view of markets right now?
Overall, the committee is positive. If you look at some of the recent economic data, global purchasing managers
indices, despite some recent weaknesses, are still in expansionary territory. Growth in the U.S. is accelerating, and
fourth quarter GDP [Gross Domestic Product] is expected to come in above 8%. We are seeing quite a few economic
forecasts in this order of magnitude. The positive backdrop for the U.S. economy has been supported by very robust
employment numbers. Unemployment rates are very low, particularly in North America. Job openings in the U.S. have
been very impressive. With respect to the Omicron variant, though highly transmissible, there is still some uncertainty
over the severity of illness it causes. If it ultimately proves to be less serious and manageable, we expect global growth
to continue and be reasonably positive in 2022.

What is the WAAC's asset class outlook for 2022?
We believe that global economic growth will continue into 2022, but unsurprisingly at a slower and more moderate
pace than the remarkable recovery experienced over the previous twelve months. We maintain a modest risk-on
perspective as transitional inflationary pressures, pandemic uncertainties, geopolitical instability, and the potential
for central bank missteps could all cause disruptions to growth and increase market volatility against a backdrop of
lower expected returns. We are still underweight fixed income overall. We expect yields to move modestly higher in
2022 from current levels as central banks tighten, which should cause the yield curve to flatten as shorter-term rates
rise faster than longer-term rates. As a result, fixed income returns will be challenged for most of the year. However,
we do see some opportunities in the higher yielding credit sectors of the market. On the equities side, we maintain our
bullish stance as markets should be driven higher by positive economic and earnings growth and strong corporate
fundamentals.
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With respect to inflation, are you in the transitory or permanent camp?
We have been, and continue to be, more negative on the outlook for inflation as compared to the Fed [U.S. Federal
Reserve] and other central bankers, and have expressed serious doubts on the transitory inflation narrative that the
Fed has recently backed away from. The U.S. has now registered the fastest rise in consumer prices in nearly four
decades. While we do expect inflation to moderate from these elevated levels, we are concerned that there may be a
more persistent element. We are seeing increasing wage pressures in the U.S. as the number of job openings surpass
the number of people looking for work. Once employers increase wages lowering them becomes more difficult,
and when employees see what the level of wage inflation is in the market that becomes the new floor for contract
negotiations. This can lead to a wage-price spiral further exacerbating the rise in prices for consumers. Energy has
also been a huge contributor to inflationary pressures due to supply/demand imbalances and an underinvestment
in capital by oil producers. Nowadays, it is more difficult to get new projects approved and investors are shying away
from fossil fuels due to environmental and social concerns. A similar situation is occurring for mining companies as
demand increases for copper, nickel, and other metals not just as a result of growing economies, but also as a result
of electrification to build and support electrical vehicles and the charging infrastructure. At the same time, getting
permits for new mines is cumbersome and difficult in today's environment. All that being said, we do not believe we
are in a hyper inflationary environment similar to what we experienced in the 1970s.

David Sykes, CFA
Managing Director, Head of Public Equities,
TD Asset Management
Are stock prices too high?
We continue to see what we have seen for the last two quarters, revenues and earnings in excess of what the market
has been expecting. If there has been a trend in 2021, it has been the habitual underestimation of earnings by the
analyst community, particularly in the U.S. The reason why equity markets have done so well has been because of
positive earnings surprises. If there is one thing I have learned in my 24 years of investing is that as earnings go, so
goes the market. S&P 500 Index earnings have had an amazing rebound from the depths of the shutdown and are
up almost 50% from the bottom. Sure enough, the market has followed that higher. There can be arguments made
whether the markets are undervalued or overvalued. The notion that we are in this bubble territory and markets are
disconnected from reality is not correct in my opinion. I believe that current prices, based on the S&P 500 Index, are
largely justified based on strong corporate fundamentals.

Companies are growing earnings. What do you expect them to do with it?
If we look at the pre-COVID-19 payout ratio for the S&P 500 Index, that is, how much as a percentage of earnings was
being paid out in the form of a dividend, half of every dollar earned by an S&P 500 Index corporation was returned
to investors. Now, as a result of COVID-19, you have seen a collapse of that ratio to around 35%. Many companies
cut their dividends during the pandemic and are now hanging on to excess capital. As the economy re-opens and
gets back on track, barring any major setbacks, with strong earnings numbers we expect dividends to increase
substantially as the payout ratio reverts to the mean. I believe we will see steady and consistent dividend increases
in 2022 as corporations look to return their excess capital. If interest rates are staying lower for longer, this is a really
attractive proposition for equity investors.
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Robert Pemberton, CFA
Managing Director, Head of Fixed Income,
TD Asset Management
What do you see for interest rates going forward?
Most central banks have done a good job of communicating their plans with respect to quantitative easing and rate
hikes. Currently, a number of rate hikes are expected for 2022 from the Fed. The market is pricing in up to three for
the Fed, and fewer for the ECB [European Central Bank] and Bank of England. What we are focused in on is what that
terminal rate looks like, that is, where does the market see the long-term overnight rate getting to over time. 10-year
yields in the U.S. are about 1.5% and we could see modest increases from here. It may be helpful to remember that
when central banks start their hiking process, longer-term yields tend to be less volatile than shorter-term yields. When
thinking through that, we see that as an opportunity to position ourselves appropriately across the yield curve to help
protect clients' capital amid the rising interest rate environment.

Does lower for longer still hold?
It really goes to how high interest rates can rise in an environment where there is so much debt, whether at the
government level, corporate level, or the consumer level. Consumers are in better shape than they were prior to the
global financial crisis. A debt transfer has occurred as governments have become the debtor of last resort as they
have supported thousands of individuals and businesses throughout the pandemic. As a result, to lessen the financial
burden of increasing interest payments, we believe longer-term interest rates will remain lower than they have
traditionally been after interest rate hiking cycles.

How are you positioning fixed income portfolios in 2022?
I think 2022 will be a little more positive for fixed income investors. If we look back a couple of years, fixed income
returns in 2019 and 2020 were really strong and we spent time building capital for clients. 2021, on the other hand,
was more about protecting capital during the uncertainties brought on by the pandemic. This was something the fixed
income team was extremely focused on and they were able to deliver some strong performance. In 2022, we should
see income-like returns, driven by the idea that we will see less volatility in longer-term interest rates. We don't see
yields moving materially higher from here. From our thinking, to help protect clients' capital and deliver more income,
our focus will be around corporate credit, high yield credit and private debt. These should continue to drive returns
and provide elevated levels of income in the fixed income space for 2022.

Growth
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Michael Craig, CFA
Managing Director, Head of Asset Allocation and Derivatives,
TD Asset Management
With markets at all time highs, what are the chances of a crash in 2022?
A crash can be viewed as a significant event that no one saw coming. We are talking about a 20% to 30% correction
in the markets. The magnitude of a crash would largely depend on the type of event that preceded it. I don't see this
happening in 2022. Perhaps if you had a resurgence of a variant that was vaccine resistant and had a higher mortality
rate, or a military conflict in Eastern Europe, these could all possibly cause crashes. Something like the Fed raising
rates I don't believe would lead to a market crash. If the Fed gets too far ahead of itself and over hikes, a 10% to 15%
drawdown in equity markets is possible. From an investment perspective, a short duration shock is an opportunity to
buy on the dip whereas for something longer lasting, you are probably better off waiting until the dust settles before
making any investment decisions.

What are your thoughts on the crypto craze?
Crypto is still a very speculative asset. As an investor, you are betting on a completely different financial system that
we may inherit in the not-too-distant future. Whether that pans out or not, no one really knows. However, it's certainly
a possibility. In terms of an asset class, it is challenging because it is difficult to get a good feel for what the drivers of
growth are. Right now, momentum has been behind the large increases we have seen. You are buying on the belief
that someone will pay more for your crypto assets down the road. The ultimate litmus test for the crypto currency
markets will be the tightening of financial conditions. Back in 2017 and 2018, Bitcoin fell after rates rose. It will be
interesting to see what happens in today's environment. I would be cautious on crypto going into 2022 and longerterm. As the asset matures, it is certainly something we are looking at in terms of investment opportunities. Personally,
I don't like the idea of allocating funds to an asset that might drop 90% in the short term and then trying to explain this
to clients when I don't have a good handle on it myself.

What should we expect for markets going forward?
It's important to look at the bigger picture. Looking back, the 2010s were an interesting decade. You had a period
with steady monetary policy that was very loose and with fiscal policy that was very tight. It was an era of relatively
low meandering market growth, marked by the rise of passive investing. Economic volatility was low and so was
inflation. Fast forward to 2020, and both metrics have broken out. We are now in a decade where I believe we will
have materially higher volatility in inflation and growth. Some of the drivers of inflation are transitory while others are
longer term. For instance, we are setting up for some real problems with energy because there are no new capital
expenditures or supply coming on board to meet growing demand. So, we can probably expect more ups and downs
in the markets as a result. We view this as a positive as there will be more opportunity to add value for clients. Risks
may also get ratcheted up, requiring us to be on high alert. With respect to governments, I believe the concept of
fiscal conservatism is dead. Most developed countries are now running large budget deficits which may not only lead
to higher growth, but higher volatility in growth as well. As we all know, markets are sensitive to what goes on in the
economy.

Investment
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TD Wealth Asset Allocation Committee
The TD Wealth Asset Allocation Committee was established to deliver a consistent asset allocation message and
be the source for active asset allocation advice across TD Wealth.
The committee has three prime objectives:

1

Articulate
broad market
themes

2

Provide
macro-level
asset
allocation

3

Identify the
major risks on
the horizon

Outlook
TD Wealth Asset Allocation Committee
This information was prepared by the TD Wealth Asset Allocation Committee. The material has been reviewed and is now approved and presented for use
in the United States by TD Private Client Wealth, LLC and TD Bank N.A..
Important Information
The information contained herein is current as of December 31, 2021. TD Private Client Group is a unit of TD Wealth® in the United States, which is a
business of TD Bank N.A., (TD Bank), member FDIC. TD Private Client Group provides its clients access to bank and non-bank products and services.
Banking, lending, investment and trust services are available through TD Bank. Securities and investment advisory products are available through TD
Private Client Wealth LLC (TDPCW), member FINRA/SIPC.TD Investment Services (US) is a unit of TD Private Client Wealth, LLC, which is a wholly
owned subsidiary of TD Bank. TD Investment Services (US) provides its clients access to bank and non-bank products and services. Insurance products
and services are offered through TD Wealth Management Services Inc (TDWMSI), a licensed insurance agency and a subsidiary of TD Bank. Epoch
Investment Partners, Inc. (Epoch) is a federally registered investment adviser that provides investment management services to TD Wealth®, a business
unit of TD Bank, TDPCW, TDWMSI, and Epoch are affiliates. TD Asset Management operates through Epoch Investment Partners, Inc in the United
States and TD Asset Management Inc. in Canada. The views expressed are those of the guest author and are subject to change based on market and
other conditions. This document does not provide individual financial, legal, tax, trading or investment advice. Past performance is no guarantee of future
results. This material should not be considered as investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product.
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Particular investment or trading strategies should be evaluated relative to each individual’s objectives and risk tolerance. Readers are urged to seek
professional advice with respect to their specific financial, legal, tax, trading or investment matters. This material is for informational purposes only and is
not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security or other financial product or instrument. TD Bank and its affiliates and related entities are not liable for
any errors or omissions in the information or for any loss or damage suffered. Graphs and charts are used for illustrative purposes only and do not reflect
future values or future performance of any security, strategy, or investment product. Certain statements in this document may contain forward-looking
statements (“FLS”) that are predictive in nature and may include words such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “believes”, “estimates” and similar
forward-looking expressions or negative versions thereof. FLS are based on current expectations and projections about future general economic, political
and relevant market factors, such as interest and foreign exchange rates, equity and capital markets, and the general business environment, assuming no
changes to tax or other laws or government regulation or catastrophic events. Expectations and projections about future events are inherently subject to
risks and uncertainties, which may be unforeseeable and may be incorrect in the future. FLS are not guarantees of future performance. Actual events could
differ materially from those expressed or implied in any FLS. A number of important factors including those factors set out above can contribute to these
digressions. You should avoid placing any reliance on FLS. We may not update any FLS. TD Bank and its affiliates and related entities provide services only
to qualified institutions and investors. This material is not an offer to any person in any jurisdiction where unlawful or unauthorized. No part of this publication
may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission. Bloomberg and Bloomberg.com are trademarks
and service marks of Bloomberg Finance L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, or its subsidiaries. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. The TD logo and other trade-marks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.
Investment Risks
Bonds are affected by a number of risks, including fluctuations in interest rates, credit risk, prepayment risk, and inflation risk. Corporate debt securities are
subject to the risk of the issuer’s inability to meet principal and interest payments on the obligation and may also be subject to price volatility due to factors
such as interest rate sensitivity, market perception of the creditworthiness of the issuer and general market liquidity. High yield, lower-rated securities are
subject to additional risks such as increased risk of default and greater volatility because of the lower credit quality of the issues. Interest on municipal
bonds is generally exempt from federal tax. However, some bonds may be subject to the alternative minimum tax and/or state or local taxes. Equities may
decline in value due to both real and perceived general market, economic industry conditions, and individual issuer factors. International investing may
not be suitable for every investor and is subject to additional risks, including currency fluctuations, political factors, withholding, lack of liquidity, absence of
adequate financial information, and exchange control restrictions impacting foreign issuers. These risks may be magnified in emerging markets.
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